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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tntburke4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina Burke <tntburke4 

@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

DO NOT roll back net-metering! The profits of a monopolizing entity should NEVER come at the cost of the Americans 

footing the bill! I'm tired of padding the pockets of corporations and utilities just because they know we don't have any 

other company to choose from! Just for the fact that we cannot shop around and negotiate the cost of our electricity; 

we should be allowed to use whatever means necessary to save money and limit the impact on our environment! The 

power companies profit is NO REASON to roll back anything! The voters chose net-metering and the voters should be 

the ONLY ones to change it! Americans can barely pay their bills as it is and the power companies only concern is a little 

dip in their profits!?! LOOK UP AND SEE WHAT THE CEO'S of Floridas power companies make! It's disgusting! 

We make less than $40k and manage to survive!!! 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk- we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Tina Burke 
Cocoa, FL 32927 
tntburke4@gmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

MWHEAT42289@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Wheat <MWHEAT42289 

@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mike Wheat 
Orlando, FL 32801 
MWHEAT42289@GMAIL.COM 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

yerson.mejia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yerson Mejia 
<yerson.mejia@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Yerson Mejia 
Hialeah, FL 33018 
yerson.mejia@outlook.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jolleyj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JAMES JOLLEY 
<jolleyj@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk- we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
JAMES JOLLEY 
Tallahassee, FL 32304 
jolleyj@jolleygood.comcastbiz.net 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

crowley_duane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Duane Crowley 

< crowley_duane@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 

rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 

employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 

United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Duane Crowley 
3756 Hofbauer Way Malabar, FL 32950-4101 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jamack09@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Javier Mackey <jamack09 

@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Javier Mackey 
Orlando, FL 32832 
ja mack09@1ouisville .ed u 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

medavis57@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Ellen Davis <medavis57 

@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 

rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 

employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 

United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less- in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Ellen Davis 
1968 Ebbtide Ct Fernandina Beach, FL 32034-8308 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

art_dykstra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Art Dykstra 

< art_dykstra@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many ofthese jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Art Dykstra 
Clearwater, FL 33762 
art_dykstra@yahoo.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

r43chick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronald Chick 
< r43chick@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Ronald Chick 
Dahlonega, GA 30533 
r43chick@gmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

richadams2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Adams < richadams2 

@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Adams 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
richadams2@hotmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

armandoalonso1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Armando Alonso 

<armandoalonso 1@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:58 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Armando Alonso 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33322 
armandoalonsol@gmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

akn978s@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Konstantin Akimov 

< akn978s@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

I support support rooftop solar and want the state of Florida to continue existing net metering program because it helps 

current and future generations. 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a Jeader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Konstantin Akimov 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33332 
akn978s@gmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sgabe343@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Gabe <sgabe343 

@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 

rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and that 

industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities 

across the United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get 

worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida, forever. 

Sincerely, 
Samuel Gabe 
2716 Starwood Ct Bradenton, FL 34211-2641 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rgilbert791@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Gilbert <rgilbert791 

@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 2:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk- we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Gilbert 
Deltona, FL 32738 
rgilbert791@gmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Eguerrazzi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Guerrazzi 

< Eguerrazzi@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Eric Guerrazzi 
Lutz, FL 33559 
Eguerrazzi@verizon.net 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

spac9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Pachow <spac9 
@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 6:09 PM 
Office of Co.mmissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Sean Pachow 
Panacea, FL 32346 
spac9@yahoo.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

banachjam@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Banach 

< banachjam@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 10:13 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 

rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 

employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 

United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
John Banach 
1108 Bahama Bnd Apt Cl Coconut Creek, FL 33066-2533 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ppanthulu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pradeep Panthulu 

< ppanthulu@everyactioncustom.com> 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Pradeep Panthulu 
Sarasota, FL 34238 
ppa nthul u@gmaii.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jmc885@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Cavaieri <jmc885 

@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Joseph Cavaieri 
Loxahatchee, FL 33470 
jmc88S@gmail.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jmurp002@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janielle Murphy <jmurp002 
@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 2:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

Good morning, 
In the he middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to 

solar rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 

over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 

employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 

United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 

choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 

more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 

here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Janielle Murphy 
Miami, FL 33147 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dldestwolinska@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas de Stwolinska 
< d ldestwoli nska@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Support Solar Choice in Florida - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

Its time to move forward with renewable energy projects and production in Florida. We should be a leader among the 
states in utilizing solar power at the residential level. 

The current net metering rule was good policy when it came into play and remains so now. Let's not mess this up. Let's 
grow this segment of the solar market by allowing citizens to choose to power their homes and businesses with Florida's 
number one natural resource, sunshine. 

There is a reason that the ballot initiative in 2016 was broadly supported. Florida citizens support the current successful 
net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Douglas de Stwolinska 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 
dldestwolinska@mac.com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

the1dynasty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roberto Mezquia 
<the i dynasty@everyactioncustom.com > 

Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As a house with solar, and investing tens of thousands of dollars to add to my home, the benefits of net metering were 

heavily considered when making this purchase. Taking away net metering would put myself and thousands of others in a 

tough financial position. 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our-current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Roberto Mezquia 
Palm Bay, FL 32909 
theldynasty@gmail .com 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

renee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Morgan 
< renee@everyactioncustom.com > 
Sunday, September 20, 2020 4:12 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 

more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 

and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people 

and powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put 

many of these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to 

create even more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to 

power their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 

overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 

generate .and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 

preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Renee Morgan 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 
renee@eatatna ka ma .com 
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